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Fig 2 15-23 High Street, Cheam. Site plan, showing layout of trenches and positions of drawn sections.
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Fig 3 15-23 High Street, Cheam. (left) Section l, E section of Trench l. (right) Section 2, central section through
Trench l. The numbers in the right-hand baulk are context numbers of Trench I (see Section 3, fig 10).
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Key to symbols used in all the sections.



Fig 5 15-23 High Street, Cheam. Plrn of Phase I (pre-kiln) features'
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Fig 6 15-23 High Street, Cheam. Plan of Phase 2 (kiln).
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Fig 7 15-23 High Street, Cheam. Section 7, E-W section through northern flue, in Trench 2

Fis 8 15-23 Hieh Street, Cheam. (left) Section 5, E-W section eastern Part of kiln, in Trench 4 (right) section 6'
" f-W sect"ion through northern end of pedestal to western kiln wall, in S section of Trench 2'
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Fig 9 15-23 High Street, Cheam. Section 4, W section of Trench 4, running through central pedestal and southern
flue.
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Fig l0 15-23 High Street, Cheam.
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Fig ll 15-23 High Street, Cheam. Reconstruction of kiln - transverse (E-W) section at widest point.
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Fig 12 15-23 High street, cheam. Reconsrruction of kiln - simplified isometric view.
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Fig 15 15-23 High Street, Cheam. Map showing locations of sites mentioned in the text or listed in table 2
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Fis 16 15-21 Hieh Street, Cheam. White Ware pottery." B"rrel-rha'ped iugs (i) 'barrel'pro6le' necked, nos l-l; 4' 5R'
(ii) 'barrel' profile, no neck, nos 6-7; 8-10. llM.
(iii) 'barrel' bases, nos 12; 13.

CLIVE ORTON

(iv) 'rounded biconical' profile, necked, nos 14. l5R. l6M'
(v) 'rounded biconical'profile, no neck, nos 17-18' lgR'
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l-.7r7

15-23 High Street, Cheam. White Ware pottery.
Barrel-shaped iugs (vi)'rounded biconical' base, no 20.

(viii) unknown form, nos 2l-3.
Biconicaf iugs, nos 24-6;27-30.
Standard iugs, nos 3l-5.
Scale %.

Fig 17
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15-23 High Street, Cheam. White Ware pottery
Standard jugs, nos 36-Bi 3942.
Cooking pot, no 43.
Pitcher, no 44R.
Lids, nos 45-6R.
Jars, nos 47-9.

Dishes, nos 50-3.
Conical iug, no 54.
Scale Y+

Fig l8
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15-23 High Street, Cheam. White Ware pottery.
Cup, no 55.
Saucepan, no 56.
Red ware pottery
Pitchers, nos 57-61; 62-72.
Scale Y+.

Fig 19
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15-21 High Sr'eet, Cheam. Red Ware pottery.
Pitcher, no. 73R.
Cooking pots, cauldron typ€, nos 74-5;76.

pipkin rype, nos 77-81; 82-5.
Small iars, nos 86-7.
Scale Yc.

fr

Fig 20
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)T

15-23 High Street, Cheam. Red Ware poftery.
Small jars, nos 88-9, 90. 9lR.
Large iars, nos 92-7; 98-102. 103R.
Dishes, nos 10,f5; 106.
Scale Y+, except for no l03R which is %.

Fig 2l
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Fig 22 15-23 High Street, Cheam
Lids, nos 107-8; 109-ll.
Costrels, nos ll2-3. ll4R.
Lamp, no ll5.
Barrel-shapcd lug, no I 16.
Wall-sided dish, no ll7.
Skillets. nos ll8-9.

Chafing dishes, nos l20R; l2l-2.
Small dishes, nos 123-5.
Watering pot, no 126.
Mugs, nos 127-8.
Miscellaneous, no 129.
Scale /+.

Red Ware pottery.
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Fis 2l 15-23 High Street, Cheam. Red Ware." Decorated floor tile, no l3o'
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Fig 25 15-23 High Street, Cheam. Schematic representation of possible chronological relationships between Cheam

White Ware (W) and Cheam Red Ware (R) (see M32).

Fig 26 15-21 High Street, Cheam. Distribution map of Cheam White Ware (C : Cheam, see text for key).
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Fig 2l 15-23 High Street, Cheam. Distribution map of Cheam Red Ware (C = Cheam, see text for key)'
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This report has been prepared in accordance with the recommendations of Principtes of
publication i1 rescue arcbanlogT 0975). The printed report ('level 4') therefore consists oniy of a
summary of the main findings and a discussion of their contribution to our knowledge of late
medieval and early Tudor pottery in south-east England. Detailed descriptioni of the
stratigraPhy_and finds, and detailed comparisons with other sites in the region, can be found in
the microfiche report ('level 3'). For this reason, the numbering of tables -and pottery forms in
the level 4 report js not consecutive, as some are only included in the level 3 report. The
appendices referred to in the level 3 (Microfiche) report, together with tables Cl-5 (computer
print-outs) are stored with the site notebook and pottery catalogue (see below).

I must first thank Martin Morris, director of the 1969 excavations, for allowing me to use the
site notebook, plan_s, sections and slides, and the Nonsuch Antiquarian Society for giving me
free access to the finds, having first washed, marked and partialiy reconstrucied thE ponery,
and- for financial support. Dick Temple undertook the negbtiations which led to the t"tt.*.d
study of the site and finds in 1977. This work has been carried out by the Archaeological
Support _Group at the Sufton College of Liberal Arts, and I must especially thank Ei-leen
Arthur, Dick Burch, Phyllis Davies, Ina Godman, John Newton, Margarei Polain, Clive
Richardson and Dick Temple for many years of work and unfailing tnpport. Many other
students h9lp9d with the work at various times. The following ari tnankea for allowing
members of the Group to examine pottery in their collections: Croydon Natural History and
_S:i:lti-!: Society (f Keefe), Cuming Museum (G Dawson), Holmesdale Natural History Club
(D Williams), Inner London Archaeological Unit (E Platts), Kingston Museum (M Hinton),
Museum of London (f Clark and R Weinstein), Southwark and Lambeth Archaeological
Excavation Committee (B Yule), West London Archaeological Field Group (f Cotton). I have
made much use of information acquired while working on medieval ponery for the Museum of
Londol, Depaftment of Urban Archaeology. Statistical analysis of the pottery, without which
a-synthesis would not h_ave been possible, was carried out on the IBM 3701[65 of Cambridge
University C-or-nputing Service, while the author was working at the Institute of Archaeolog!,
p1^v9rpi_ty of l-ondon, under Science Research Council grani. The programs were writteriin
llqc4l- by the author, with advice from Ian Graham. The text and-tables were typed by
Chris Pag.e, and-the pojtery drawings photographically reduced by the Photographi.-Dep".r-
ment of the Institute of Archaeology, University of London. The Planning Department oi the
London 

. 
Boro-ugh of Sutton allowed me to study the plans submined. 

'with 
Planning

A-pplications for the redevelopment of 15-23 High Street, and thus to locate the site exactlyl
Valuable comments on the text were made by Eileen Arthur and the referees, but the respons-
ibility for any errors must remain with the author.

As there is no local museum, the finds have been stored with the Libraries and Arts Services
of the London Borough of Sutton. The site notebook, portery catalogue and other 'level 2'
material have been deposited with the Surrey Archaeological Society at Castle Arch,
Guildford. The site is now part of a car park.

l. Introduction

I.I DISCOVERY AND EXCAVATION
The site was discovered by Brian and Jenny Brockwell while they were observing building
work-at 15-23 High Street, Cheam (see fig l), following the demolition of 23 High Stieet. They
found waster sherds, which they reported to Norman Nail of the (then) Noniuch and Eweil
A-ntiquarian Society (now the Nonsuch Antiquarian Society) and Marion Hinton of Kingston
Museum. When a further site visit revealed kiln fragments from the builders'trenches, Noiman
Nail and Marion Hinton arranged permission for an excavation on the site. This was directed
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by Martin Morris on behalf of the Society, and lasted for four weeks (l9th April-llth May
1969). The site was excavated as nine trenches but, since all but one are contiguous (and the
one isolated trench produced no finds), it can be treated as a single area 7.77 m (25V2 ft)
nofth-south and 3.05 m (10 ft) east-west, with small extensions to the south and east and an
isolated trench to the west, (note: in describing the excavation, all compass points refer to site
North, which is about 37o west of O S Grid Nonh (and so about J6' west of true North)). In
the short time available, work was concentrated on the recording of the kiln structure and the
recovery of pottery from the kiln and stoke pits, and the underlying levels were not examined
in detail. The excavation was also limited by the nearness of modern buildings, especially to
the east. The previous building on the site, 23 High Street, a late lTth century house, had been
recorded before its demolition. by Norman Nail and Brian Brockwell for the Nonsuch
Antiquarian Society.

1.2 SITE LOCATION, GEOLOGY, TOPOGRAPHY

The site lies just to the west of the north end of the largest building of the new development,
no 23. Because the National Grid Reference of the site was not availatrle at the time of writing
this report, it has been fixed in two stages (i) relative to the new no 23 by means of a

photograph showing the excavation and the nofth-west corner of the building, and (ii) by use of
the detailed plans accompanying the planning application for the development. The OS Grid
Reference of the site is estimated to be TQ 2+34 636+. It is on the north side of the High
Street, which here runs roughly SW-NE, on a gentle west-facing slope with an overall
inclination ofabout I in 20, between the 55m and 60m (180.4ft and 196.8ft) contours (see fig l).
Because of extensive alterations to provide parking space it is not possible to give a more precise
indication of the site's OD height or local inclination. The natural geology is Thanet Sand,
which here outcrops as a narrow zone running roughly east-west above (ie north o0 the Upper
Chalk. The slope up which this part of the High Street runs is the western side of a small
southward spur in the Thanet Sand.

2. Structural evidence

2.1 INTRODUCTION

All heights mentioned in this section are as recorded from a temporary datum (TBM) which
does not appear to have been related to the OD. It is probably at about 58m (190.3ft) above
oD.

The sections and plans (figs 3-10) should be read in conjunction with the key. The symbols
used to denote different types of soil and inclusion are combined to match the description of
each context, as given either in the site notebook or on the section drawings. Wherever
possible, context numbers are added to the published section drawings: some are present on
original drawings and others have been derived from the site notes. Because of the speed of
excavation, several contexts were on occasion excavated simultaneously and given one context
number (eg. TlL4, see 2.2.2. Ml), and some contexts were not numbered at all. However,
since the given context numbers were later marked on the protter/r they are used unchanged in
this report in order to give the best idea of where the pottery was actually found.

The surfaces of contexts are not in general indicated by any special symbol. However, the
boundaries of the site phases, as used in this report, are indicated by solid lines on the sections.
These lines are purely the writer's interpretation, and do not relate to observations made at the
time of excavation.

The maior structural find is a large kiln with twin flues and a split pedestal, Musty (197+, 46)
type 2d (Phase 2: see fig 6 for plan, fig 9 for longitudinal section, 2.2.3 Mi for detailed
description). The construction is of Greensand blocks and brick, with evidence for the use of
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tiles on the pedestal surface, but no part of the firing chamber or its floor survives in situ. The
body of the kiln is oval in shape and about 3m (l0ft) long and probably 2.6m (8ft 6in) wide
internally, making it the largest late medieval or Tudor kiln in the region (see 2.1.1 Ml4). The
area outside of each flue is bounded by diverging 'wing' walls, mainly of chalk block
construction (see fig 6): at the northern end they appear to revet the sides of the stokepit, but at
the southern end their function is less clear.

The northern stokepit cuts through deposits which are interpreted as the remains of an
earlier kiln (Phase l: see fig J for section,2.2.2 Ml for detailed description) similar to that
found at Parkside (Marshall 1924). There was not time to excavate this feature completely.

After the kiln went out of use, it was apparently dismantled and the stokepits (and to a lesser
extent the kiln itself) backfilled with waster pottery and rubble (Phase 3: see figs 3, l0 for
sections, 2.2.4 M7 for detailed description). Modern deposits above the kiln and stokepits are
called Phase 4 and unstratified ponery Phase 5.

The kiln is here reconstructed as an open-top updraught kiln (see fig I I for cross section, fig
l2 for isometric view and 2.3.1 M9 for detailed arguments), with a capacity of around 9.3 cu
m (330 cu ft), capable of holding a load of about 6fi) pots. Firing would have been through both
flues simultaneously, and it is argued that roughly four or five tons of wood would have been
needed for each firing.

3. The Finds

3.I INTRODUCTION

The pottery is classified at two levels of detail, the 'category' or 'class' and the 'form'. The term
'category' refers to a general type of vessel, eg biconical iug, costrel, sharing a common shape
but perhaps differing in size. It forms the basis of the statistical analyses which follow in 3.5.
M30. The term 'form' refers to an individual drawn example, together with other sherds which
are so similar that it is not thought necessary to illustrate them independently.

The amounts of ponery present are measured in terms of estimated vessel equivalents (Orton
1975), here abbreviated to 'eves'. Roughly speaking a vessel-equivalent is the amount of poaery
that would add up to a complete vessel, although it does not all have to come from the same
pot. For example, one whole pot or two half complete pots would both be measured as one
vessel-equivalent.

In the following sections, categories are described in descending order of abundance. Forms
within each category are numbered in descending order of abundance and are divided into
'major' (or 'typical') and 'minor' (or 'rare' forms), separated by a semi-colon. Drawings recon-
structed from non-joining fragments are indicated by the letter R, and parallels from the
Museum of London collection by the letter M.

Two apparendy very different sorts of pottery are found: Cheam White Ware (see 3.2 Ml6)
and Cheam Red Ware (see 3.3 M23). The poftery will be divided into three groups (see 1.5.1
M32): Group l, White Ware from stratigraphically below the kiln (ie Phase l); Group 2, White
Ware from deposits contemporary with or stratigraphically above the kiln (ie Phases 2-5);
Group 3, all Red Ware (none is from Phase l). It will be argued that these Groups represent
distinct stages in potting activity on the site, except that some of the pottery in Group 2 may be
residual from Group l. Internal evidence suggests that Group 3 is later than Group 2 which is
later than Group l: external evidence (3.5.5 M39) suggests the following dates:

Group l: second half of l4th century, or possibly early l5th century
Group 2: mid l5th century
Group 3: c 1480-1500
An examination of the capacities (1.5.2 M3l) will show that the main functional type

represented in the White Ware is the drinking jug, either biconical or barrel-shaped, with a
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capacity usually around one pint. This type is almost absent from the Red Ware, in which
larger forms (eg pitchers of around 2-3 gallon capacity) predominate. The term 'break of bulk'
jug will be introduced for jugs which are thought to be too large for drinking from (2 pints or
more) but too small for long-term storage (one gallon or less).

The Group I pottery is closely related to that from the Parkside kiln (Marshall 1924; see
3.5.4 M35). Group 3 will be shown to be very similar to pottery from Kingston, and to have
general similarities with other early Tudor groups in the region, while Group 2 cannot at
present be paralleled to other kiln groups.

The distribution of the White Ware (3.5.6 M40) seems to centre on f,ondon, although there
are surprising quantities in East Sussex. The distribution of the Red ware is more difhcult to
plot, but it too may centre on [.ondon.

There are relatively few finds other than poftery G.6 M42). The manufacture of floor tiles
seems to be a minor and probably unsuccessful acti;ity at the ;ite. Only one decorated example
is known (see fig 23).

3.2 WHITE WARE POTTERY

3.2. t Fabric
Although called 'white' for convenience, the fabric colour is better described as pink to very
pale brown (Munsell 7.5 to l0YR 8/4), often with a light grey (N7) core. Surface cblorrr can be
any of these, or a reddish yellow (7.5YR 8/6). The clay contains moderate inclusions of clear,
grey and pink/brown quartz (ie sand), mostly up to 0.25 mm (0.01 in) in size but some larger,
and occasional pieces of black and red ironstone. The sand is not easy to see witliout
magnification but it can easily be felt. Although wheel-thrown, most classes of vessel show
little sign of 'finishing', with often no aftempt to tidy up any surplus clay left after throwing.
Glaze is usually restricted to a small 'bib' opposite the handle on jugs, or an area inside the baie
of cooking-pots or bowls. Both an even, rather yellowish, green glize and a clear or light green
glaze-with darker monling occur. Decoration is rare and consists only of horizontal grooving on
the shoulder of some iars and iugs.
j.2.2 Forms
This section includes conclusions based on a statistical analysis of the pottery. A detailed dis-
cussion can be found in Appendix l. The amounts of White Ware presint are shown in table 3

and a summary of its main characteristics in table 4.
The most common categories are the jugs, barrel-shaped (105 eves, 59Vo of total) and

biconical (29 eves, 16%) and standard (16 eves, 9%). No other category approaches these in
quantity, the closest being the aggregated cooking-pot categories and ihe pitc^hers (6 eves each,
3%). Next come lids (5 eves, 3%), followed by iars and dishes (each 3 eres,2Vo7 and conical iugs(2 eves, lVo). There are very small amounts of wall-sided dishes, cups, saucepans, skillets arid
chafing dishes, and 3 eves (2Vo) could not be identified. The forms will be described on
Microfiche in descendins order of abundance.

3.3 RED WARE POTTER;

3. j. t Fabric
The colour is usually light red (Munsell 2.5YR 7/8) with agr:ey (N4 to 5) core in rhe thicker
parts-, but ranges from reddish yellow (5YR 6/8) to dark grey. However, the reddish yellow
sherds are soft and presumably underfired, while the dark grey ones appear to be overfiied, so
light red is probably the intended colour. The clay contains moderati lnclusions of clear and
colourless- quaftz (ie sand), mostly up to 0.25 mm (0.01 in) in size but some larger, and
occasional pieces of- red ironstone. The sand is usually too fine to be seen by the unaiied eye,
but coarse enougtr for the pottery to feel 'sandy'. The vessels are wheel-thrown and ,rery haid,
and frequently show signs, sometimes extensive, of knife-trimming - mainly on the extlrior of
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the base, but also on the interior of some of the larger forms. Glaze is used sparingly: clear
glaze is usually found on the interior of bases of cauldrons, pipkins, bowls and skillets and on
ihe rim of cauldrons and pipkins, while a rich mottled green glaze is found on the exterior of
some pipkins and possibly cauldrons. Pitchers are often decorated with curvilinear pafterns in
white slip, while some examples of the barrel-shaped iug have white slip all over. Otherwise,
decoration is restricted to horizontal grooving on shoulders and incised wavy lines on the rim of
chafing dishes.

3 .3 .2 Forrns
This section includes conclusions based on a statistical analysis of the pottery: a detailed
discussion can be found in Appendix 2. The amounts of Red Ware present are shown in table 6

and a summary of its main characteristics in table 7.
The most common categories are the pitchers (95 eves, f97o of total), cauldron-type and

pipkin-type cooking pots (48 and 27 eves, 20Vo nd ll% of total, respectively), small iars (25

iies, 16% of total), dishes (10 eves, 4% of total) and large iars (10 eves, 4% of total). [rss
common forms are lids (7 eves, )% of total), costrels (6 eves, 2Vz% of total), lamps (4 eves, 2Vo

of total), barrel-shaped iugs (4 eves, 2%), wall-sided dishes with handles, skillets, and chafing
dishes 9 each 2 eves, l% of total), and watering pots and small dishes (each I eve). There are
sherds of dripping pan and mug forms, and a few rim and base sherds (less than Vz%) that could
be identified. The forms will be described on Microfiche in descending order of abundance.

4. Local resources

This is one of four sites in the village of Cheam which have produced evidence for the manu-
facture of pottery in the medieval period, the others being (see fig l):

(i) Parkside, 1923 (Marshall 1924),
(ii) 'The Harrow' car park extension, c 1940 (Marshall l94l),
(iii) Whitehall, Malden Road, 1978-80 (Richardson 1980, 388)

Wasters found by Marshall at 19 High Street in 1936 (Marshall, 1936, 73) probably relate to
the present site.

There is no local evidence as to whether these sites were op€rated at the same time'
consecutivel/, or in some more complicated order, or of the social organisation_that surrounded
them. In fatt, no medieval sites in Cheam other than kilns have been published. For both
relative and absolute dating we must look elsewhere (see 3.5.5 M39).

The four sites share ons topographical feature: they are all on the same gentle we1-fac!1S
slope, with 15-23 High Street, 'The Harro-'and Whitehall at about +58m O D and Parkside
at ;bout *52 m O D. Geologically, the sites differ, with 15-23 High Street and Whitehall on
Thanet Sand, and 'The Harrow' and Parkside on the Upper Chalk.

Considerations of the location of a potting area must take into account the natural resources
available and the possibilities for transport of the finished product. The chief natural resources
required are clay,,fuel, water and a building material (often clay again). It is generally thought
thai the only source of a white-firing clay in the [,ondon area is the Reading Beds (see eg
Holling lg7i,63), which outcrop in a narrow zone running east-west across Surrey- In Cheam
they lie about 300 m (less than Y+ mile) to the north of the site (see fig l). Marshall_thought that
the clay for the Parkside potrery was obtained "probably from the large ancient,clay pit at the
back oi Cheam Church, where there are seams of many different clays" (1924,82). This pit is

marked on rhe 1866 O S map as'Old Chalk Pit'and on the 1896 O S Map as'Old Gravel Pit',
and now lies beneath the Sutton By-Pass (see fig l). Sources of red-firing clay are more
common: the London Clay lies immediately north of the Reading and Woolwich Beds, some
500 m (550 yds) north of ihe site, and there may be red-firing clays within the Reading Beds.

Blockley (1i78,43) thought that the London Clay was used for similar Pottery produced at
Woolwich (see 3.4.5 M35).
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One would expect wood for fuel to have been readily available, as presumably much of the
extensive clay areas to the nofth of Cheam would still have been wooded at this period. Since
small-section wood is more suitable for kiln firing (Rhodes 1968, 60) it seems likely that
coppicing would have been practised. The main difficulty in the supply of natural resources
concerns water: the site is near the top of a ridge, on permeable soil. The nearest presentday
source of 'natural' running water is a small drainage ditch in Cheam Park, about 2N m (220
yds) to the west, but a well at Whitehall and one at the 'Red Lion' (see fig l) may be of
medieval date. The 1866 O S map shows a small pond iust to the west of the 'Chalk Pit', and
two more to the north{ast (see fig l). The date of ttrese ponds is not known. The principal
building material used is sandstone, the only suitable natural material other than clay (Rhodes
1968, 85-7). More specifically, it is firestone from the quarries in the Upper Greensand in the
Reigate area, probably at Merstham, although also found at Blechingley and Gatton (V C H ll,
278). These quarries are only about 12 km (7r/z miles) to the south, on the other side of the
North Downs (for a recent discussion, see Ockenden l98l). It appears likely that it was
obtained directly from this source, especially as both West Cheam and Merstham manors were
held by Christchurch Priory (see 5) and there was an established caft route from Merstham to
Kingston, and another to Battersea (V C H III, 214), which must have passed close to Cheam.
It is possible, but less likely, that'second-hand' stone from demolition or alterations was used.
One possible occasion is the building of Nonsuch Palace in 1538, when 3,600 tons of stone
from the demolition of Merton Priory must have passed through Cheam (Dent 1962, 42), but
this date seems a linle too late in the light of other evidence (see 3.5.5 M39).

It seems therefore that the Cheam kilns were located on the drier, more permeable soils
(chalk and sand) which would have provided a dry foundation, but reasonably close to the
sources of raw materials which lie on the wetter soils to the north.

Transport of the finished product would have been at least in part overland, by cart or
packhorse, since the Thames comes no nearer than Kingston, 8 km (5 miles) to the north-west,
and the nearest potentially navigable water is the Hogsmill at Ewell, 2Yzl<rn (l% miles) to the
west-south-west. The routes to Kingston and Battersea (see above), and the Stane Street route
from Ewell to Southwark, would have provided ready access to the London market.

5. Documentary eyidence

The Parish of Cheam was divided into two manors, East Cheam and West Cheam, throughout
the medieval period (V C H IV, 196). The former was held by the Archbishop of Canterbury,
and was part of the bailiwick of Croydon (ibid). The lafter was one of a group of manors in
Surrey held by the Priory of Christchurch, Canterbury 'for the sustenance of the monks'
(V C H III, 215). These manors, which included Charlwood and Merstham, appear to have
been managed as a single unit, centred on Merstham. There seems to have been only one
Manor Court (at Merstham), which dealt with mafters relating to all three manors (information
from Surrey Record Office). Reasonably complete sequences of Court Rolls survive, but are in
the Somerset Record Office. References to Cheam are relatively brief (information from
Somerset Record Office).

Merstham was important for its firestone quarries in the Upper Greensand (V C H III, 213).
'Merstham Stone' was used in the building of Westminster Palace in 1259 and Windsor Castle
in 1359 (ibid,214) and was the most common building material in the area (V C HIl,277).lt
possessed excellent heat-resisting properties (ibid, 278).

6. Development of the Cheam pottery industry

With all the evidence assembled, we are now able to try to reconstruct a history of potting in
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medieval Cheam, seen as part of the Surrey White Ware tradition and in its regional context as

a supplier of the London and smaller local markets.
The Surrey White Ware tradition, at least as a supplier of London, seems to start in the mid

l3th century and to be well established by the 1260s (Orton l98l). At this date Kingston is
producing iugs and cooking pots: the jugs generally have a good, even, green glaze, are
frequently decorated with stamped or applied motifs, and sometimes imitate metallic proto-
types (ibid).

The impetus for the use of white-firing clay, in contrast to the grey/red firing clay commonly
used in the London area, is usually ascribed to the urge to imitate the green glazed white ware
jugs imported from the Saintonge and possibly elsewhere in France. The date of such imports
is traditionally put at c 1275-1325 (Dunning 1961, 5), but this may reflect simply the availability
of closely-dated groups (usually in castles with a short span of occupation) and there seems to
be no reason why some should not be earlier. Also, other white fabrics from France are known
from the early l3th century onwards (unpublished poftery from Seal House, dated by
dendrochronology to c 1225). Royal patronage may have strengthened or even started the trend:
in just over two years (1264-66) Henry III ordered 38fi) pitchers from Kingston (H M S O
1961, 145, 162, 216, 252; Hinton 1980, 382).

Whatever the reasons for the switch to white-firing clay, it also had disadvantages, being
more difficult to fire. According to Holling (197 1,64) there is relatively little margin between
the temperature at which the glaze will flux and that at which the clay itself will melt. Higher
waster rates were therefore likely but seem to have been tolerated for the sake of having a

'preferred product'.
The proportion of Surrey White Ware in use in London increases steadily - at Trig Lane it is

25% in c 1260, lO% in c 1275 and 60% in c 1335 (Orton l98l). At the same time the proportion
of decorated jugs declines, their place being taken by much plainer baluster and standard jugs.
Large bowls or dishes first appear at Trig Lane in the c 1335 group (ibid, fig 2).

By c 1365 the proportion of Surrey White Ware at Trig Lane has increased to 75Vo, and the
first recognisable Cheam White Ware has appeared. In this and the next (c 1375) group, Cheam
jugs (biconical and standard) and pitchers seem to take over from the Kingston jugs but
Kingston continues to supply cooking pots and large bowls or dishes. Thus around 1350 the
'medieval' assemblage of mainly large ('break of bulk') jugs and cooking pots is replaced by a

'late medieval' assemblage of drinking jugs, 'break of bulk' iugs, pitchers, cooking pots
(including a 'cauldron' type) and large bowls or dishes, together with various less common
forms - 'frying pan' and lamp or small dish. There is evidence of growing specialisation with
'table ware' being produced in the finer Cheam fabric and 'cooking ware' in the coarser, sandier
Kingston fabric (see M35).

The development of the drinking iug at this date is especially interesting. Jugs of a similar
type are known before 1350 (see eg Haslam 1978, fig 16, no l4), but as a small part of a

continuum of sizes ranging up to several pints (see table l2). The biconical jugs differ in that,
although they come in a range of sizes, all can be classed as drinking iugs. This increase in the
proportion of drinking jugs, and the emergence of a specialised form, must reflect a demand,
rather than iust a whim of the potters. There seem to be two obvious possibilities - (i) a change
in material, from wood to pottery, in a well-established functional Vpe (the drinking iug) (ii)
the emergence of a new functional type. Since drinking vessels of some type would always have
been needed, this might possibly represent a change from large communal drinking vessels
(passed hand-to-hand) to smaller individual vessels. In the absence of corroborating evidence,
eg documentary, this idea is highly conjectural. Whatever the reason, this change seems to take
place c 1350, not c 1450-1500 as has been suggested (eg by Brears 1971, 13) and does not in
itself mark the end of the medieval tradition. Moorhouse (1979,5+) observed that the price of
'white' (wooden) cups rose sharply in the early l5th century. This might suggest that the
increase in pottery drinking jugs was partly due to the increasing price of competing materials.
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The biconical jug seems to have symbolic as well as functional importance. In capacity,
general propoftions and some technical details, eg positioning of the handle, they are analogous
to the Siegburg drinking mugs which, at Trig Lane at least, appear in significant quantities
from c 1365 onwards. In both cases, the handles appear to be for hanging, rather than for
holding while drinking, and both forms are ideally suited for hanging from (eg) a nail, while
almost all other medieval jug forms are not. The biconicals cannot strictly be called 'imitations'
of a Siegburg iug form, because they differ in some important respects - the simple oersru
frilled foot and the thickened aersus simple rim, for example. Nevertheless, they may represent
a 'poor man's Siegburg', fulfilling a similar practical and symbolic function, a large part of
which may be to hang on the wall and be looked at - "We know about Siegburg, even if we
don't have any."

This argument begs the question of the importation of Siegburg iugs - did they start a trend,
or do they reflect a pre-existing demand? And was their uptake in l,ondon restricted by supply,
price or choice? (in other words, why aren't all late l4th - early l5th century drinking jugs
from Siegburg?). Such fundamental questions are outside the scope of this account, which will
simply take the demand plus imports as ghten, and examine how the Surrey industry responds.

Correlated with the emergence of the drinking iug as a distinct type is the introduction of the
bunghole pitcher, also from Cheam. Again, these could represent a simple change of material
from wood to pottery, or more complex social or technical changes (eg hypothetically, new
techniques in brewing).

What can we say about the Cheam potters who met part of London's needs for pottery from
c 1350 onwards? The two 'early' groups at Cheam (Parkside and High Street Group l) seem to
be roughly contemporary (M35), yet to differ in significant respects (eg decoration, style of
handle). The simplest conclusion is that two pofters were at work, each with his own
distinctive 'trademarks' (M35). The double horizontal groove, found on the High Street
biconical jugs but not on the Parkside ones, also occurs on the squatter examples from
Kingston, suggesting that perhaps a potter moved from Kingston to Cheam c 1350 (at the time
of the Black Death?). The kilns, as far as can be judged, fit into the general tradition for
southern England (Musty 197+, 48), although Parkside has a unique feature in its 'guards'
(Marshall 1924,82). The kiln may have held up to 700 vessels (M15) - considerably more than
the ll0of theLaverstockreplicakiln(CurrArcbacol (1967)no 4,96), butthisprobablyreflects
the smaller size of the Cheam pots. It is impossible to say how often and for how long the kilns
were fired - a weekly firing for perhaps 20 weeks in the summer is likely to be the most that
could have been achieved - and one cannot say whether production went on continuously
from vear to vear or not.

Despite their disadvantages - relative remoteness (M4l) and apparent inability to produce
either very large vessels (see table 12 and M3l) or ones which could withstand thermal shock
(M36) - the Cheam White Ware pofters were relatively successful, supplying a restricted range
of types to London and its environs, (see fig 26 and 1.5.6 M.+0) for probably over a century
(M40) - at least three generations. The 'less common' forms from the Cheam kilns (see table l)
are scarcely found in London at all, suggesting that these forms had high waster rates and may,
in some cases, have been unsuccessful trials.

The basic late medieval assemblage continues to the last (c l44O) group at Trig Lane, and
possibly to 1480 at Baynards Castle (M39). During the late l4th and l5th centuries, a number
of new forms appear in Surrey White Ware - lobed cups (c 1375, see Orton 198 l, fig 2),
pipkins, lids, chafing dish, but none is very common. Within this functional tradition there are
changes in sources of London's supply. Large bunghole pitchers from Farnborough Hill first
occur c 137 5 (ibid) alongside the smaller Cheam examples, and are extremely common in the
c 1440 group, which has no Cheam examples. It seems that the Farnborough Hill potters were
capable of producing larger vessels than the Cheam potters were (3 gallons as against around I
gallon), which were more suited to the function of bunghole pitcher. Other Farnborough Hill
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types which become common in London in the l5th century are cooking pots and large bowls
ordishes (ibifi,both of whichseemtoreplaceKingstontypes. Thusbythemid l5thcentury
almost all the non-impofted pottery in London is Surrey White Ware, with Cheam supplying
the smaller forms in a fine fabric, and Farnborough Hill the Iarger forms in a much coarser,
sandy, fabric (and a few special types, eg lobed cups, in a very fine fabric, but at this date these
are very rare in London).

Changes take place within the Cheam tradition too. The standard jugs and (to a lesser extent)
the biconical jugs are replaced by the barrel-shaped fugs (see table 3: some of Phase 3 may be
residual), a rather vague terrn representing a range of roughly similar forms which may relate to
standard and biconical prototypes. For example, nos l5R, l6M could be seen as biconical jugs
(eg no 24) with a shorter, less defined, neck and less defined changes ofangle at neck and girth.
Similarly, the true barrel-shape (nos 5R, I lM) could be seen as a standard jug profile which has
lost its neck. The general picture is of declining standards within a conservative tradition - less
distinct and less well defined forms, less use of glaze (Ml7) and less well attached handles
(M 16), for example. Nevertheless, Cheam maintains its position as supplier of white drinking
jugs in the London area through most of the l5th century. There is no evidence for changes in
kilns - the l5th century (Group 2) pottery is not accompanied by any structural remains.

At about 1480 there occurs what appears to be a complete revolution in production at Cheam
- a different (red) fabric, new forms (see 3.2.2) and a different type of kiln (see 2.2.3; 2.3). k
will be argued, however, that these changes can be accounted for by natural developments
within a continuous tradition, under an apparently minor external impulse, and does not
represent a wholesale change (eg immigration of foreign potters, 'Dutch influence').

Firstly, the forms. The Cheam Red Ware assemblage (Group 3) can be seen, in functional
terms, as the White Ware assemblage stripped of its drinking jugs, and with large jars and
costrels as the only new types (see table 13: Iamps, although not found in Groups I and 2, do
occur at Parkside (table l4). Why, then, should production of drinking jugs, the staple of the
Cheam pofters, suddenly cease? The answer can most likely be found in the massive imports of
Raeren drinking jugs or mugs, which occur from c 1480 onwards (M,10) and which are often
found in association with Cheam Red Ware. The white earthenware drinking jugs simply could
not compete and production rapidly ended. Raeren, one might say, was the Japan of the late
l5th century. The question of wby so many more Raeren than Siegburg jugs were imponed -
was it due to supply, demand, or price? - is again outside the scope of this repoft. The fact of
the imports will be considered just as an external factor acting on the Surrey industry.

This sudden loss of the market for their staple product (over 6O% of wasters, see table 13;
probably a higher proportion of actual production) was a body-blow, and could easily have
meant the end of the Cheam pottery. Instead, it seems to have released it from its one over-
whelming constraint: the need to use white-firing clay in order to produce acceptable drinking
vessels (p80). If drinking vessels were no longer to be made, then red-firing clay could be used,
which (a) was easier to fire, being more tolerant of variation in firing temperature (b) was
capable of being formed into larger vessels and (c) could be used for vessels which would in use
be subjected to heating and cooling. Production was therefore concentrated on the remaining
components of the late medieval assemblage - mainly pitchers, jugs, cooking-pots (both
cauldron and pipkin types), large dishes or bowls and small jars, but also small proportions of
other forms (see tables 7, l3). There is a strong emphasis on 'industrial' vessels - used for food
processing - for example bunghole pitchers for brewing and large dishes for cheese-making (see
3,5.2). There are many changcs to the detail of the forms: some were apparently'in the air'
before the change of fabric took place, for example the 'typical' triangular rims of the Red Ware
pitchers are found on some White Ware examples (M20). Others are not easy to explain, for
example the vestigial and non-functional feet on the Red Ware pitchers, which cannot be
matched in the White Ware. A technical change - the introduction of extensiae knife-trimming
(p771 - is of interest. This technique was used to reduce the thickness of vessel walls and
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particularly bases before firing, and presumably indicates that the red-firing clay could not be
thrown as thinly as the white-firing. But knife-trimming does occur on a few White Ware
vessels (eg no 4l), so what we are seeing is increased use of a known technique, rather than
something completely new. To sum up, the change in the clay used enabled the potter(s) to
make successfully types of vessel which previously they had been unable to make successfully
for one reason or another (either for size or thermal properties). A residual demand for the 'old'
style iugs is perhaps suggested by a few barrel-shaped fugs in a red fabric with a white slip
(M28).

The idea of 'Dutch influence' or of Dutch pofters, has sometimes been put forward as a
factor contributing to this change (see, eg, Orton et al 1974, 85-7; Blockley 1978, 834).
Certainly the cauldron-type cooking pot, with its three small applied feet and two loop handles,
resembles the Dutch grapen but, as Dawson (1979, M2+6) has pointed our, impofted examples
of these are known for almost 2(X) years before they are 'copied' by the English potters. The
reason for 'copying' this particular form must lie with the needs of the user rather than the
ability or inclinations of the pofter. In fact, cooking-pots with three feet (but long, flat-section
ones) and two loop handles, are found at Trig Lane in Surrey White Ware from c 1335
onwards, and appear to imitate metallic prototypes (see Haslam 1978, pl 8). Again, the general
idea is not new, but has been adapted to meet changing circumstances, possibly a change in
cooking methods. Similarly, the 'frying pan' form of skillet (M28) can be seen as a 'copy' of a
Dutch form, but again these are known in the later groups at Trig Lane, Perhaps more con-
vincing is the characteristic turned shape of the wall-sided bowl (M28), combined with
horizontal handles and the use of large areas of thick white slip. Here we may have an imitation
of a genuine Dutch technique which, incidentally, seems to fail. Dawson (1979, M228-9)
considers the possibility of simultaneous invention. Thus 'Dutch influence' does not seem to be
central to the changes taking place at this time.

We must next ask whether the Cheam Red Ware assemblage is original, or whether it owes
its characteristic forms and details to copying from elsewhere in the area. In other words, does
Cheam set a new trend or does it merely follow one which already existed in south-east
England but which had not reached the l,ondon area? Some at least of the forms can be
matched in detail at Standon High Cross, Hertfordshire, and at Kingston (M37), and in more
general terms at Woolwich and remoter sites in the south-east (M38). None of these sites can be
independently dated to earlier than c 1480, but some may prove to be so when more evidence is
available.

There are general similarities between these wares and the 'Black and White Painted Wares'
of West Sussex (Barton 1979, 122-56). These are dated (ibid, 127) to 'a range of about 100 to 130
years . . . from say 1430', but the stafting date is based on association with Tudor Green Ware,
which was in production throughout the l5th and well into the l6th century (Moorhouse 1979).
There is apparently litde evidence to date these wares earlier than c 1480 or indeed 1500.
Elsewhere these wares are dated to 1450-1475 (ibid,97) and c 1490-1510 (Barton 196l,3l).

Another similar ware is the 'latest red ware', fabric M, from \I'rittle (Rahtz 1969, 94 and
facing), some of which was found in a pit (K 155, ibirl, 106) dated to c 148O-1521 on coin
evidence (ibid, lO4), but some of which could apparentty be possibly earlier (no earlier than c
1425).It was thought to be from the Mill Green kiln (Christy and Reader, l9l5; see map, 69
l5), which had been very tentatively dated to the late l5th - early l6th century Ubid, 6+).

The kiln itself (see 2.2.3 M3) appears at first sight to be unusual - very large, built of stone
and with 'wing walls' which have yet to be paralleled elsewhere. Its size may reflect the size of
the pots fired in it, because, as reconstructed (Mll, figs ll, 12) it would hold about the same
number of appropriate pots as the Parkside kiln (M10, Ml5). But it would have brought
problems, especially in the achievement of even heat distribution and transfer throughout the
kiln. The split central pedestal is probably a way of bringing more heat into the centre of the
kiln, and the blocking of tiles a finer control on the heat balance (M5). We cannot tell yet
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whether the kiln was a success in terms of its firing capability or not. If successful, it may have
set the trend for the design of the (unknown) kilns producing Tudor Brown Ware around
London in the l6th century. If not, it may have been replaced by a smaller kiln, similar to
those of l6th century date found in remoter parts of England (Ml5). Only the discovery of a
l6th century kiln in or near l-ondon is likely to settle this point. Whatever the case, it does not
seem to have been in use for long, as there is no evidence for rebuilding of the kiln structure
(although there are some small repairs, see M4) and no development of the pottery is apparent.
It was lhen demolished, down to the floor (which did not survive) or even below (Ml2), and
part of the superstructure, together with much pottery including a small group of reasonably
iomplete vessels (M30, M32) dumped into the itoke pits. The more complete vessels may be
part-of the last firing. If, as suggested in the reconstruction, the superstructure was composed
mainly of firestone and brick (M I l), it is likely that some would have been removed for re-use,
either in another kiln or some other type of structure. The kiln could have gone out of use by
1500.

The apparently revolutionary changes in ponery types and kiln technology can thus be seen

as a logiCal development within the local late medieval tradition, with one external factor
triggering off a whole series of changes in an industry which until then had been conservative,
even stagnant. The effects on the poftery of the London area are far-reaching. Red Ware
pitchers, cooking-pots and bowls (not necesarily from Cheam, see below) seem to replace the
Farnborough Hill typ€s very quickly, although Farnborough Hill continues to produce for its
own immediate area (A Vince, perc comm). The only White Ware that continues to reach
London is the very fine, well glazed,'Tudor Green' Ware, mainly small drinking vessels.

The change in production from predominantly small jugs to much larger pitchers, cooking
pots and bowls or dishes may have upset the balance of factors (raw material, fuel and
transport, see 4) affecting the location of potteries. The same potter(s) seems to have been
working at Kingston, possibly slightly later than at Cheam (M37), and the sources supplying
London in the l6th century all seem to be much closer to l,ondon (M4l). There does seem to
be a movement from the rural sefting to the urban fringes and in particular riverside sites,
which continues through to the lTth cennrry. At present this trend is initially associated with
the production of Tudor Brown Ware, and seems to start with the end of its production in
Cheam.

There is a paradox here, in that although Cheam White Ware is instantly recognisable as

medieval and Cheam Red Ware as Tudor, there is, as we have seen, surprisingly little
difference between the two assemblages. There seem to be two answers: (i) the change from a

medieval to Tudor assemblage had already begun c 1350 with the emergence of the late
medieval assemblage (this has been recognised elsewhere and called the late medieval/
transitional (LMT), and (ii) the early Tudor pofter/r such as the Cheam Red Ware, is
associated in one's mind with the rapid development in forms and techniques (eg more con-
sistently oxidised firing, bener glazing) that take place throughout the l6th century, culmin-
ating in the emergence of Post Medieval Red Ware early in the lTth century, and which
continues through until the lgth century. The change that takes place in c 1480 is crucial for
the development of local pottery, but it is a change of direction rather than an abrupt change in
products or techniques, and comes about as intrinsic resPonses of the industry to external
pressures.
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Table 3 estimated vessel equivalents of White \ilare, by category and phase.

Phase

Vo of
total

comnton caregortes

barrel-shaped iug
biconical jug
standard iug (i) with lip

(ii) without lip

t7
26

5-
5l

70
3

i

59
l6

9

27 105

29

lf)
I

less common categories

cooking pot
pitcher
lid
pr
dish
conical iug

2

2

2

I

I

3

3

3

2

2

I

rare caregones
wall-sided dish
cuP
saucepan
skillet
chafing dish

anelaifed

total 43

Note: ... means present, but less than Vz.

Postscript
In October 198 I a group of medieval waster pottery was found in excavation ar 5-15

Bankside,SEl(directedbyGDennisfortheSLAEC)(Richardson, 1982).Thefabricof
the bulk of the pottery appears (to the unaided eye) to be indistinguishable from that of Cheam
White Ware, although a few sherds are more like that of Kingston Ware. The most common
forms are biconical jugs, and pitchers: bowls, cooking potr 

"-.rd 
other jugs are also present.

Complete biconical jugs can be distinguished from their Cheam counterparts by the method
used to attach the lower end of the handle - either a thumb-pressed hole or a knife-cut slit
being used, in contrast to the "skewered" technique used at Cheam. Incomplete vessels from
the two sites could easily be confused, and indeed much of the "Cheam Ware" in the Museum
of London and elsewhere may be from Bankside.

It is too soon to comment on the dating of this new group, or on its place in the Surrey
White Ware tradition, but readers of this report should be aware of its existence. I am srareful
to S L A E C for allowins me to examine this marerial and comment on it.
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Table 6 estimated vessel equivalents of Red \ilare, by category and phase

Phase
234 5 totel % of

total

comttofi categortes

pitcher
cooking pot (i) cauldron

(ii) pipkin
(sub-total)

small iar
large iar
dish

960125
4368
5164

(r) (e) (53) (...) (12)
3r48
163
262

95
50

25
(7 5)

l)

l0
l0

39

20
l0

(31)
l0
+

less eommon categories

lid
costrel
lamp
barrel-shaped iug
wall-sided dish
skillet
chafing dish
small dish
watering pot

1a
26
t4
t+

2

2

2

I
l-l

)V
2

z
I

I
I
lY2

Y2

rare catwres
dripping pan
mug

unclassiftd

10024615827total

total White Ware 43 94 t78 100

grand total )t 252 3

Red Ware as % /) 63 80
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Table 12 summary of (brimful) capacity calculations * : Iipped

Jo* reJerence capscttJ rim diam

cc pts (mm)

Cheam High St small biconical iug no 26
(White Ware) small biconical iugs (atypical) no 28

large biconical iug no 24
large biconical iug (atypical) no 25

large (atypical) biconicel fug no 27

425
+75
750
/lJ

924

0.7 5

0.84
r.33
l. 16
1.63

45
65

65
65
68

standard iug* no 32

standard iug (reconstructed)* no 3 I
1665
2067

2.93
3.64

85
100

conical jug (reconstructed)* no 54 1286 2.26

barrel-shaped iug
(reconstructed)
barrel-shaped iug
(reconstructed)

no 5R

no l5R

693

I 363

1.22

2.4

Cheam High St
(Red Ware)

large iar (reconstructed) no l03R 13620 24.0 180

bunghole pitcherx no )/ 17.6 100

cauldron
cauldron (to neck)

no 74
no 74

67 14 I 1.8

5 527 9.7
190

pipkin
pipkin (to neck)

no 82
no 82

2877
2 388

5.0
4.2

190

Museum of London small barrel-shaped iug
prob. High Street large barrel-shaped iug
kiln (White Ware)

no l6M
no llM

0.60 35
7.5 90

336
4266

Cheam Parkside small biconical iug
(White Ware) large biconical iug

very large biconical iug
(atypical)

Haslam, 1978, fig 19, no ll
Haslam, 1978, fig 19, no ll
Haslam, 1978, fig 19, no l0

126
988

1382

0.57
1.7 5

2.41

40
70
70

medium standard lug, painted Haslam, 1978, fig 19, no 8

large standard iug, painted,
feet, bunghole 1= pitcher) Haslam, 1978, fig 19, no 7

3469

5943

100

ll010.5

small barrel-shaped lug
large barrel-shap.d i"g

Haslam, 1978, fig 19, no 6
Hasfam, 1978, fig 19, no 3

t76
1680

0.66
6.5

50
90

Kingston
(White Ware)

small biconical lug
large biconical iug
scale iug
baluster iug, reeded

Haslam, 1978, fig 17, no 2l
Haslam, 1978, fig 17, no 20
Haslam, 1978, frg 17, no 9
Haslam, 1978, fig 17, no 12

342
766

t))/
1596

0.60
1.35
4. I
2.8

50
70
80
70

Farnborough Hill tall drinking iugs*
(White Ware) ovoid drinking fugs*

bunghole pitcher

Matthews and Green, 1969

Matthews and Green, 1969

Haslam, 1978, fig 17, no I

1.0-2.0 c 6O

0.75-1.0 c 55

13059 23 I l0
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.fo* reference cawtt) rim diam

pts (mm)

London-type iugs small unglazed iug
medium glazed jug
small-medium iug
large slipped baluster lug
large slipped baluster iug

Haslam, 1978, frg 16, no 14

Haslam, 1978, fig 16, no ll
Celoria and Thorn. 1974. 268
Celoria and Thorn. 1974. 268
Haslam, 1978, fig 16, no 9

275 0.50
1074 1.9

190-1600 0.32-2.8
29804200 5.2-7.4

4087 7.2

45
70

;
Siegburg iugs or Jacobakanne', cf biconical iugBeckman, 1974, no 77

mugs cf biconical iug, large Beckman, 1974, no 79
cf barrel-shaped jug, large Beckman, 1974, no 84
cf standard jug Beckman. 1974. no 92

5/)
1064
956

t4t9

0.66 55
1.87 70
1.68 65

2.5 75

Raeren mugs small mug
large mug
large mug
large mug
large mug
large mug
large mug

Moorhouse, 1971, no 24
Moorhouse, 1971, no 25

Moorhouse, 1970, no 252
Onon, 1978, no 163

Orton, 1978, no 166

Onon, 1978, no 165

Dawson, 1979, rrc 164

254
633
488
457
524
628
496

ll32

0.45 55
l.l l 80
0.86 60
0.80 60
0.92 45
l.ll 70
o.87 65

2.0 75very large mug reconstmcted Dawson, 1979, no 165

Table 13 percentages of different categories of forms present in each
Pottery Group

Group 2

Group I Presenl excl. drinking Group 3

irgt

drinking iugs
other iug * pitcher
cooking pot (all)
small jar
large iar
dish (incl. wall-sided)

63
J)

;

64
L)

+
I

2

65
l3

2

2

39
tl
l0
4
4

lid
costrel
lamp
skillet
chafing dish
other + unclassified

l
2

2

I
I

10

I
I

4

2

total eves +3 t34
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Table 14 comparison of Group I with Parkside assemblage in terms of
vessels in each category

Group I Parkside

term used vessel count %

9l

biconical iug
standard lug (i) lip
standard jug (ii) no lip
barrel-shaped jug
conical iug

60
t2
t2

2

)

32

)
l0
+
2

40
6

t2
)
2

A: iug
ewer
D: pitcher
small jug
flagon

cooking pot
pitcher
i^,
dish
cuP

pipkin
5 see pitcher
5 pipkin

::: 
prate

I

2

I

1

2

I

measure
lamp
lid
costrel
crucible
large iar
baluster iug

B: measure
C: saucer
C: saucer
costrel
crucible
twohandled vase

curved-base vase

t6
)
I
I
I
I
I

20
a

I
I
I
I
I

total
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